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Executive Summary
This Lighting Master Plan (LMP) was developed through a public process involving:
1. Dallas Park and Recreation Department (DPARD)
2. Citizen Task Force, appointed by City Council member Sheffie Kadane
3. Design Team of Jacobs and TLP.
This Lighting Master Plan (LMP) develops and updates the lighting portion of DPARD’s 1994 Design
Guidelines for White Rock Lake Park into a document based upon current lighting technology and
dark-sky lighting considerations. The LMP addresses the visual needs of the park users, the unique
historic heritage of WRLP and applicable city ordinances, all within the context of the lake’s
natural environment. The study participants desired that the open vistas in the park and the dark
night sky above it should remain as undisturbed as possible. Electric lighting will be used to
supplement the available night sky brightness where such lighting will enhance the safety and
security of park visitors. The LMP presents criteria for luminaires, lighting sources and illuminance
quantities. The criteria agree with recognized best practices for lighting that maximize energy
efficiency and minimize environmental impact. The LMP also presents a phased plan for
introducing new lighting and removing non-conforming existing lighting. The work within each
phase will proceed as funding becomes available.
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Introduction
White Rock Lake Park (WRLP) is one of the most
popular parks in the Dallas park system.
Encompassing over 2,000 acres of land and water,
it is one of the city’s largest parks. The lake was
originally constructed in 1910 as a reservoir for the
City of Dallas. Today, the park is one of the most
prominent municipal parks in Texas and offers
numerous family destinations around the lake
including picnic areas, historic facilities, sailboat
marinas, and a popular 9.33 mile trail system that
encircles the lake. Its recreational areas are
heavily used on a daily basis, and the park also
draws interest with its wide variety of plant and
animal species.
As a regional park in the Dallas park system, White
Rock Lake Park is one of the city’s signature parks.
It shares this prominent designation with the Dallas
Zoo, the Dallas Arboretum, Turtle Creek Corridor,
and Fair Park. In 2002, the City of Dallas
completed A Renaissance Plan, a nationally
recognized long range development plan for one
of the nation’s largest park systems. The mission
outlined in the Renaissance Plan was to recover
the quality and prestige of the Dallas park system,
regain the confidence and enthusiasm of the
citizens, and reposition Dallas as a state and
national leader. One key strategy to accomplish
this mission is to maintain all signature parks at the
highest level of national standards.
This Lighting Master Plan is a commitment by the
City of Dallas to fulfill the mission for White Rock
Lake Park as a signature park. The Master Plan is a
product of the Dallas Park and Recreation
Department and the design team working closely
with a citizen Task Force through multiple public
meetings. It develops and updates the lighting
portion of DPARD’s 1994 Design Guidelines for
White Rock Lake Park into a document based
upon current lighting technology and dark-sky
lighting considerations. This Master Plan outlines
sensitive lighting methods within a design
approach that recognizes the unique qualities
and user experiences at White Rock Lake Park.

White Rock Lake Park is located within 5 miles of Dallas’ Central Business District
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Background
White Rock Lake Park has been described by many of its users as an oasis of natural beauty within the city limits. During the
development of the LMP, the design team recognized that electric lighting must not become an intrusion into the park.
Electric light should only be used to supplement the available daylight and night sky brightness in order to enhance safety
and way-finding within the park during the nighttime hours. The intent of the LMP is to serve the visual needs of visitors while
preserving, to the greatest extent possible, the darkness of the night sky over WRLP.
The land surrounding White Rock Lake was developed into a publicly accessible park between 1935 and 1942 by the
Civilian Conservation Corps, a work relief program introduced under the New Deal. This era is the historic setting for much
of the park’s existing architecture and design. The luminaire styles in the LMP were selected to be visually compatible with
this historic context, while still providing the appropriate dark-sky photometric performance.
This LMP document is based in part on DPARD’s previous planning efforts for WRLP, including the 1987 Management Plan
for White Rock Lake Park, 1990 Master Plan for Implementation of the 1987 Management Plan, and the 1994 Design
Guidelines for White Rock Lake Park.
The 1994 Guidelines recognized the diverse areas of use throughout the park and presented a concept plan that mapped
the park into several use zones (Figure 1). DPARD, working with the design team and task force members, has refined the
1994 use zones to develop a lighting master plan that reflects recent improvements and current use-patterns at the park
trails and facilities. The revised use zones are presented in Figure 2. They are defined as follows:
Multi-Use:

These are places with concentrated recreational use, including rental facilities and heavilyused picnic areas.

General Park:

These are open spaces that are not intended to have specific recreational uses or facilities.
They provide interesting vistas and open terrain for park users, and a green buffer for the
surrounding residential neighborhoods.

Environmental Preserve:

These are areas of natural formation within the park that are meant to remain undisturbed.
Within these areas, park visitors can experience the cycles of nature with minimal human
impact.

Nautical:

This includes the boat houses, sailing clubs and park areas providing access to these facilities.

Circulation Corridor:

This is a narrow zone of circulation that passes through other zones. The Corridor includes
pedestrian and bicycle pathways and vehicular drives surrounding the lake. Lighting
requirements within this zone are meant to facilitate safe interaction between people and
moving vehicles.

Special:

These are areas that are considered to be park landmarks. This zone includes the Dam and
Spillway, Bath House Cultural Center, Flagpole Hill, and Stone Tables.

Figure 1 - Design Guidelines, 1994
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Background

8
Figure 2 - Map of Use Zones

Existing Conditions
For several weeks during the fall of 2008, the design team visited
WRLP during daylight and nighttime hours to observe the existing
conditions pertaining to the need for supplemental electric lighting.
The initial findings of the study are presented in Figures 3 and 4 on
the following pages.
The Existing Conditions map (Figure 3) was used to record the current
lighting conditions on a typical clear-sky night. The map indicates
the general location of existing electric lighting sources along the
trail corridor and plots horizontal foot candle values at various
locations along the trail. The team also took photographs of existing
conditions and numbered these locations on the map. A sampling
of the photos is included in this report.

Winfrey Point Circle Drive

Bath House Cultural Center

The team found that electric lighting is currently applied poorly and
in an inconsistent manner throughout the park. The lighting source is
insufficiently shielded in most of the luminaires, creating glare and
effectively reducing visibility. Many of the luminaires are mis-applied
– adjustable floods lighting parking areas, wide floods lighting
signage – and in poor condition. Most luminaires are fitted with a
high pressure sodium lamp, which has very poor color rendering
properties and diminishes the aesthetic appearance of the park.
Footcandle readings show that illumination levels are also
inconsistent. Some areas are excessively bright, while most areas are
quite dim. This map supports the team’s conclusion that the existing
park lighting is inappropriate for the visual needs of visitors and
aesthetic goals of the park design.

Parking Lot FF

Entry to Bath House Cultural Center

Boat House

Fishing Pier off of East Lawther

The Lighting Possibilities map (Figure 4) puts the current lighting
conditions into the context of visual needs. This map indicates areas
where the increased visibility provided by electric lighting could
produce a safer nighttime environment for park visitors. The noted
elements on the map include areas where roadway crossings,
directional changes and dense vegetation create possible hazards.
These danger-points occur in several locations in the trail corridor but
especially in the Nautical Zone and Multi-Use zones. The design
team concluded that electric lighting should be introduced to areas
where pedestrians and cyclists could potentially interface with
automobiles.

Roadway to Pump House & Water Filtration
Building

White Rock Boat House Facility
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Existing Conditions

Figure 3 - Existing Conditions Map
Reference page 12 for selected photos – remaining photos in Appendix.
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Lighting Possibilities

Figure 4 - Lighting Possibilities Map
Reference page 12 for selected photos – remaining photos in Appendix.
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Existing Conditions - Selected Photos

Photo 12 - Potential hazard area where new lighting will be added.
Trail crosses over a roadway.

Photo 20 - Potential hazard area where new lighting will be added.
Trail coming through Celebration Tree Grove and crossing a vehicular
intersection.

Photo 27 - Potential hazard area where possible tree lighting could be
added. Change in vehicular traffic pattern.

Photo 29 - Potential hazard area where lighting shall be added. Entering and exiting a bridge with a change in the trail surface.

Photo 43 - Lighting will be added at the East Dallas Veloway only if there
are plans to light the connecting Veloway Trails outside of White Rock
Lake Park. This is pending further development.

Photo 46 - Example of existing use of historic reference “Potter Studio”
style luminaire at Plaza Solana.

Photo 57 - Example of an overlook where no trail lighting will be
added.

Photo 62 - Example of a rest area and seating area along the trail
where lighting will not be added. Electrical control box (in background,
left) to be relocated or concealed through architectural enhancement.

Photo 64 - This parking lot will not receive general illumination. Lighting
will be added to trail adjacent to parking lot to avoid potential
hazards between trail users and vehicles.

Photo 67 - Potential hazard area where lighting will be added.
Entering and exiting a bridge with a change in the trail surface.

Photo 78 - This parking lot will not receive general illumination. Lighting
will be added to trail adjacent to parking lot to avoid potential hazards between trail users and vehicles.

Photo 79 - Example of a fishing pier where lighting will be added.

Reference Existing Conditions and Lighting Possibilities Maps for Photo locations
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Environmental Considerations
Summary of Environmental Considerations
The potential effects of artificial lighting on wildlife and insects were a significant consideration for this project. A Certified Wildlife Biologist
familiar with White Rock Lake and the general ecology of the North Central Texas region was included in early discussions about the current
lighting situation and the development of the lighting plan.
A review of the scientific literature was conducted to determine: (1) what the potential effects of artificial lighting on the ecosystem might
be; and (2) what possible planning measures might be appropriate in this case to mitigate those potential effects. This literature review
revealed a few important scientific, peer-reviewed papers, the most significant of which was published in the journal Frontiers in Ecology and
the Environment entitled “Ecological Light Pollution” (Longcore and Rich 2004). The documented effects of artificial lighting include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Orientation/disorientation effects (including effects on migration);
Attraction/repulsion;
Effects to reproductive behaviors;
Interference or alteration of intra-species communication;
Changes in timing of feeding, altering interspecies competition; and
Increased predation.

These effects were considered in the development of this plan and mitigation measures were implemented to eliminate or reduce the effects
of lighting in the park. It should be noted that the proposed plan is replacing an existing lighting system with existing effects on wildlife and
insects. That said, there are several key mitigation measures that were incorporated into this project:

•
•
•
•

Lamp-free or light-free areas are specifically identified in the plan (i.e., Sunset Bay, behind the Bath House, and on Mockingbird Point).
Lights will be turned off during specified periods of the night (i.e., park closing).
Light fixtures will be shielded to prevent light spray or fugitive light (i.e., virtually all fixtures proposed are dark sky friendly full cut-off fixtures).
Lights are located away from the water’s edge in most places – this reduces or eliminates reflection and glare on the water at night and
mitigates effects to aquatic organisms and migratory birds that might be confused by reflection/glare.

The level of environmental sensitivity used during planning efforts and the mitigation measures that resulted, have yielded a plan that
balances the effects of artificial lighting within the park on wildlife and insects with the need for a safe and aesthetically pleasing lighting
solution.
Literature Cited:

Longcore, Travis and Catherine Rich. 2004. Ecological Light Pollution. Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment. The
Ecological Society of America, Washington, D.C.
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Ecological Light Pollution Article
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Ecological Light Pollution Article
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Ecological Light Pollution Article
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Ecological Light Pollution Article
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Applicable Dallas Ordinances
The City of Dallas has two ordinances that affect lighting within WRLP. The ordinances and their
impact on the LMP are presented below.
City of Dallas Development Code, Sec. 51A-4.301, Off Street Parking:
This ordinance states that off-street parking areas such as the ones in WRLP must be lighted, starting
at one half-hour past sunset and throughout their hours of use. Any off-street parking area that is
not lighted must be designated as not available for nighttime usage. The ordinance lists lighting
requirements for “Commercial” and “Other” off-street parking areas. Parking areas within WRLP
are typically Low-Use parking lots, consistent with the ordinance’s definition of “Other” or noncommercial parking areas. However, certain parking lots in WRLP have evenings of High-Use
because of community functions or rental events. During these High-Use evenings it is appropriate
that these parking areas be lighted to the minimum illumination requirement defined in the
ordinance for “Commercial” off-street parking. The parking areas to be lighted in WRLP and the
ordinance’s illumination requirements are listed in Figure 5 and in the Criteria section of this
document.
City of Dallas Street and Pedestrian Lighting Criteria (January 6, 2000):

Parking lot at Bath House Cultural Center to be lighted for high-use only on
special event nights, when approved by DPARD.

This ordinance lists illumination criteria for lighted streets within the City. East and West Lawther
Streets and vehicular drives in WRLP, are classified ‘Local Residential’ streets by the City of Dallas.
Consequently, lighting on these trail elements must meet the City’s requirements. These
illuminance values are listed in the Criteria section of this report.

Roadway at Nautical Area - Typical example of a “local residential” street
classification.

Low-use parking lot at Boat House is considered to be “other” in the city of
Dallas Development code.
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Planning Approach
DPARD and the design team developed the LMP by considering the various nighttime uses of the
park and facilities, the effect of city ordinances, and possible safety hazards along the trail system.
Automobile traffic passing close to or intersecting with a pedestrian/bicycle trail creates a
significant opportunity for accidental injury. The design team and DPARD found this condition on
trail segments within Nautical use zones and adjacent to parking areas. Lighting at intersections
along these trail segments, and where the trail passes very close to parking lots (Figures 6 and 7),
will be addressed within the phased Implementation Plan presented on page 32 (Figure 15).
In accordance with City of Dallas requirements, DPARD will light certain lots for nighttime parking
and post signs on the remaining lots to discourage nighttime parking. The parking lots to be lighted
were strategically selected because of their proximity to destination areas, such as the boating
clubs and rental facilities. The lighting is intended to serve park users who will be returning to their
vehicles after dark. All lighted parking lots will be considered Low-Use parking lots under normal
conditions and will be lighted to the intensity described in the Dallas Development Code for
“Other” off-street parking. However, certain parking lots are designated High-Use because of
periodic heavy use associated with special events. Only on those special event nights, when
scheduled through DPARD, these lots will be illuminated to an intensity that is appropriate for a
High-Use parking lot. Additional parking lot luminaires – installed only for use during High-Use event
nights – will be circuited through local switch controls that are accessible only to park staff and
police. The normal and additional parking lot luminaires will be time-controlled to automatically
shut off at curfew. On non-event nights, the extent of lighting in High-Use lots will be significantly
reduced.
DPARD, working with the Dallas Police Department, will have an on-going option to assess safety
and security conditions in the park and make changes to lighting schedules (on/off times) and
lighted areas within WRLP. Any such change will be not be implemented until it is discussed with
the White Rock Lake Advisory Task Force and receives approval of the Park Board.

Figure 5: Table of Lighted Parking Lots - reference Lighting Use Zones map page 30.
Parking Area

Plan Label

Designation
High-Use

Low-Use

Bath House Cultural
Center

O

•

Dreyfus Club, upper
lot
Dog Park

Q

•

ZZ

•

Spillway

HH

•

Winfrey Point

EE

•

Athletic Field

DD

•

T & P Hill

MM

•

Pump House

LL

•

Fisher Road

UU

•

E, L, M

•

Big Thicket

L

•

Boy Scout Hill

B

•

Sunset Inn

BB

•

Stone Tables

V

•

East Nautical Zone

Comments
Lighted daily from dusk until curfew as low-use parking lot. Highuse lighting is only switched on
during special events.
Will only be lighted if Dreyfus Club
is re-built.
Lighted daily from dusk until
curfew.
Lighted daily from dusk until
curfew.
Lighted daily from dusk until curfew as low-use parking lot. Highuse lighting is only switched on
during special events.
Normally not lighted. Only lighted
for athletic events or for Winfrey
lot overflow.
Lighted daily from dusk until
curfew.
Lighted daily from dusk until
curfew.
Lighted daily from dusk until
curfew.
Lighted daily from dusk until
curfew.
Lighted daily from dusk until
curfew.
Lighted daily from dusk until
curfew.
Lighted daily from dusk until
curfew.
Lighted daily from dusk until
curfew.
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Lighting Criteria
All lighting within WRL must conform to the intent of the LMP and to the criteria, standards
and restrictions stated within it. Lighting treatments that are not specifically defined by the
LMP, such as accenting of historic rental buildings, must be designed to comply with
International Dark Sky Association recommendations that are current for low-illumination
environments at the time the particular lighting treatment is designed.
The design team developed the lighting criteria for WRLP by consulting the standards and
recommendations of the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA), the
International Lighting Commission (CIE), the International Dark Sky Association (IDA),
applicable ordinances of the City of Dallas, and the 1994 White Rock Lake Park Design
Guidelines.
The Lighting section of the 1994 Design Guidelines outlines the following attributes for the
lighting at WRLP:
• All lighting should be planned so it appears to take a minor role in the park environment.
• The lighting use and intensity should be slightly different in each Use Zone.
• The park drives and parking areas should be lighted by pole-mounted, sharp cut-off
luminaires with a metal halide source.
• The lighting poles along the lake shore should not be taller than the tree-tops in order to
minimize their visibility.
• Down light luminaires may be mounted in trees. The luminaires and all hardware should
be painted in a dark color to minimize their appearance. These luminaires are meant to
light walks, sitting areas and picnic areas.
• Lighting throughout the park should be controlled automatically by photocells and/or
timers

Cut-off luminaire for parking lots and roadways

In short, the 1994 Guidelines specify that electric lighting should be focused downward and
that lighting intensities should be the minimum acceptable to meet the needs of visitors. The
Guidelines allow the use of pole-mounted and tree-mounted down light luminaires.
The Guidelines also lists metal halide as the appropriate lamp source for WRLP. The design
team has refined this requirement to be ceramic metal halide lamps with a correlated color
temperature of 4000°K. Ceramic metal halide has excellent color quality and, at 4000°K, the
color of the light will be similar to moonlight.

Tree mounted luminaire for trails and facilities

The design team and DPARD staff concluded that the primary visual hazard in the trail
corridor is a collision between a cyclist and a pedestrian or automobile. The cyclist and
driver are moving at greater speeds than the pedestrian so they have less time to recognize
an imminent collision and take corrective action. This means they need more light in order to
see the danger in less time. Consequently, the design team has considered the needs of
cyclists and drivers as the basis for selection of lighting criteria along trails and roadways in
the Circulation Corridor. Footcandle values for other areas are the minimum illumination that
is appropriate.
Recommended light pole placement

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM THE
1994 DESIGN GUIDELINES

Recommended light pole placement
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TRAIL ADJACENT TO PARKING LOT
POLE MOUNTED
LUMINAIRE
(SEE CRITERIA).
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“POTTER STUDIO” LIGHT.

DESIGN INTENT
•
•
•

Figure 6 - Trail Adjacent to Parking Lot
Scale: 1/32”=1”

Lighting along the trail is provided to increase the ability of cyclists,
when traveling at speed around a trail curve, to see pedestrians
entering the trail from the parking lot.
Trail lighting poles should be placed to create 35 to 45 feet of
lighted trail before a possible hazard point to give cyclists time to
react to the hazard.
Lighting poles should be located away from the water’s edge to
minimize glare and reflection on the lake.
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TRAIL CROSSING VEHICULAR PATH

MONUMENT SIGN WITH
HISTORIC “POTTER STUDIO” LIGHT.
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Figure 7 - Trail Crossing Vehicular Path
Scale: 1/16”=1’
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’

POLE MOUNTED LUMINAIRE
(SEE CRITERIA).

DESIGN INTENT
•
•

Lighting along the roadway is provided to increase the ability of
automobile drivers to see cyclists and pedestrians where the roadway crosses the trail.
Trail lighting poles should be placed to create 35 to 45 feet of
lighted trail before the hazard point to give motorists time to react
to the hazard.
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Illuminance Criteria
The design team developed the following illumination criteria using IESNA and CIE recommendations. The stated footcandles
(FC) are maintained horizontal illuminance measured at 3 feet above finished grade.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Trails:
Motor Vehicle Trails:
Trail Intersections:
Low-Use Parking Lots:
High-Use Parking Lots:
Fishing Piers:
Boat Ramps:
Sailing Club Docks in
Nautical Zone:
Public Building Entries:

0.2 FC Average; 10:1 Average to Minimum Ratio
0.5 FC Average; 10:1 Average to Minimum Ratio
0.5 FC Average at the intersection and for a distance of 25 feet along the Motor Vehicle Trail
on both sides of the intersection; 10:1 Average to Minimum Ratio
0.5 FC Average; 3:1 Average to Minimum Ratio
1.0 FC Average; 3:1 Average to Minimum Ratio
0.5 FC Average; 10:1 Average to Minimum Ratio
0.5 FC Average; 10:1 Average to Minimum Ratio
1.0 FC Average; 10:1 Average to Minimum Ratio
3.0 FC Average; 10:1 Maximum to Minimum Ratio

The design team also developed the following criteria for the lighting of objects. The stated footcandles (FC) are maintained
vertical illuminance measured at the surface of the object.
Monument Signs:
Boat House / Bath
House Building Facades:

3 FC Average; 10:1 Maximum to Minimum Ratio
4 FC Average; 10:1 Maximum to Minimum Ratio
Image demonstrates similar full cut-off luminaires as
luminaires recommended for White Rock Lake Park.

Image demonstrates similar full cut-off luminaires as
luminaires recommended for White Rock Lake Park.
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Illumination Criteria
Luminaire Criteria
The 1994 Design Guidelines state that electric lighting should have a minimal impact on the natural environment of WRLP. In order to comply with this requirement, the design team has incorporated the lighting principles
of the International Dark Sky Association (IDA) into the LMP. IDA’s primary goal is to diminish or eliminate stray electric lighting that creates sky glow and reduces visibility of celestial bodies in the night sky. Dark sky friendly
lighting also minimizes visual glare and the impact of electric light on views of natural vistas. At the time of this writing, IDA is working with IESNA to develop a Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO) for use by municipalities. The
MLO is not ready for use by the designers. However, the design team spoke to an IDA Board member who suggested that we consult Ordinance 649 written for Wilsonville, Oregon. This ordinance presents a method for
developing an exterior lighting design that meets IDA’s goals. The design team incorporated those principles into the following luminaire guidelines for WRLP. The selections for pole luminaires reflect the historic styling
preferred by DPARD for WRLP.

Circulation Corridor:

Low-Use Parking Lots
and Boat Ramps:

Pole-mounted with IESNA full cut-off optics; maximum overall height
of luminaire plus pole and base 15 feet above grade; maximum
lamp is 50 watt ceramic metal halide; 4000°K correlated color
temperature; color rendering index of 90 or greater.
Images of the preferred luminaire are shown in Figure 8.
or
Tree-mounted down light with fully-shielded aperture (snoot and
baffle); minimum mounting height of 15 feet above grade;
maximum lamp is 39 watt ceramic metal halide PAR; 4000°K
correlated color temperature; color rendering index of 90 or greater.
The luminaire housing and all associated boxes and wiring must be
finished in a dark paint color to minimize visibility of hardware.
Images of the preferred luminaire are shown in Figure 9.

Pole-mounted with IESNA full cut-off optics; maximum overall height
of luminaire plus pole and base 15 feet above grade; maximum
lamp is 50 watt ceramic metal halide; 4000°K correlated color
temperature; color rendering index of 90 or greater.
Images of the preferred luminaire are shown in Figure 8.
or
Tree-mounted down light with fully-shielded aperture (snoot and
baffle); minimum mounting height of 15 feet above grade; maximum
lamp is 39 watt ceramic metal halide PAR; 4000°K correlated color
temperature; color rendering index of 90 or greater. The luminaire
housing and all associated boxes and wiring must be finished in
black to minimize visibility of hardware.
Images of the preferred luminaire are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8 - Full cut-off pole luminaire with historic styling

Figure 9 - Fully-shielded luminaire
for tree mounting

Tree mounted luminaires can be used where
appropriate foliage is available
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Illumination Criteria
High-Use Parking Lots:

Pole-mounted with IESNA full cut-off optics; maximum overall height
of luminaire plus pole and base 20 feet above grade; maximum
lamp is 70 watt ceramic metal halide; 4000°K correlated color
temperature; color rendering index of 90 or greater.
Images of the preferred luminaire are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 - Single and double-head full cut-off luminaire
with historical styling
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Illumination Criteria
Fishing Piers and
Sailing Club Docks:

Pole-mounted with IESNA full cut-off optics; maximum overall height
of luminaire plus pole and base 15 feet above grade; maximum
lamp is 50 watt ceramic metal halide; 4000°K correlated color
temperature; color rendering index of 90 or greater.
Images of the preferred luminaire are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 - Arm-mounted full cut-off luminaire with nautical
styling

Existing Full Cut-Off Luminaire at the
Mockingbird Bridge
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Illumination Criteria
Monument Signs:

Ground-mounted adjustable narrow flood luminaire; fully-shielded
aperture (snoot and baffle); maximum lamp is 32 watt compact
fluorescent; 4100°K correlated color temperature; color rendering index of
80 or greater. The luminaire will be painted in a dark finish to reduce its
visibility.
Images of the preferred luminaire are shown in Figure 12.
The Monument Sign design also includes a small marker light that is
mounted on top of the signage pier. This luminaire is designed in a “Potter
Studio” style and is intended as a decorative fixture in the historic style of
WRLP. In order to reduce the visual impact of this unshielded light source,
the maximum lamping for this luminaire should be a 13 watt compact
fluorescent lamp with a 4100°K correlated color temperature and a color
rendering index of 80 or greater.

Ground-mounted adjustable narrow flood luminaire
Figure 12 - Fully shielded
adjustable sign liter

Ground-mounted adjustable narrow flood luminaire
Existing ‘Potter Studio’ Style Luminaire

Existing ‘Potter Studio’ Style Luminaire
On Monument Sign
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Illumination Criteria
Boat House / Bath House
Building Facades:
Wall-mounted linear fluorescent down light luminaire with
asymmetric wall wash optics; maximum lamp is standard output T8
linear fluorescent; 4100°K correlated color temperature; color
rendering index of 80 or greater. The luminaire will be painted to
match the building finish in to reduce its visibility.
Images of the preferred luminaire are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13 - Fully shielded linear fluorescent downlight for outdoor use
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Lighting in Use Zones
DPARD and the design team have determined that electric lighting will generally be applied in each Use Zone as follows. The exact
areas to be lighted within each zone will be selected by DPARD as the lighting design for each zone is implemented. See Figure 14.
Multi-Use:

Pole-mounted and/or tree-mounted luminaires, which conform to the criteria noted above, will be used to
light selected parking lots and facilities. Ornamental Potter Studio luminaires will be used to mark
monumental signs and parking lot entries.

General Park:

Electric lighting will not be introduced into the areas of this zone.

Environmental Preserve:

Electric lighting will not be introduced into the areas of this zone.

Nautical:

Pole-mounted and/or tree-mounted luminaires, which conform to the criteria noted above, will be used to
light selected parking lots, boat launches and docks. Ornamental Potter Studio luminaires will be used to
mark monumental signs and parking lot entries.
View of White Rock Lake from a “General Park Zone.”

Circulation Corridor:

Pole-mounted and/or tree-mounted luminaires, which conform to the criteria noted above, will be used to
light selected trail intersections and segments of the trail where DPARD determines that supplemental
lighting will facilitate safer nighttime travel.

Special:

Pole-mounted and/or tree-mounted luminaires, which conform to the criteria noted above, will be used to
light selected parking lots and facilities. Building-mounted, full cut-off or fully-shielded luminaires will be
used to light building entries and pavilions. Ornamental Potter Studio luminaires will be used to mark
monumental signs and parking lot entries.

Fishing pier in “Nautical Zone.”

Trail Corridor passing through a “Special Zone.”

Roadway through a “Nautical Zone.”

Parking lot along West Lawther.

Monument sign with historic “Potter
Studio” light.

White Rock Lake Boat House.
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Lighting in Use Zones

Figure 14 - Lighting in Use Zones Map
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Implementation
DPARD will implement electric lighting in a phased manner, per the criteria noted above, for the park areas listed below. Parking lot labels refer to
the letter assigned to each parking lot on the Existing Conditions Map in Figure 3.
The implementation will proceed through each phase as funds become available. During each phase, DPARD intends to replace existing lighting
that does not conform to the criteria of the LMP. DPARD will endeavor to compel other agencies, such as Dallas Water Utilities, Dallas Street
Services, and lease tenants such as the sailing and boating clubs to bring their lighting into compliance with the LMP.
The criteria for High-Use Parking Areas will be implemented for the parking lots at the Bath House and Winfrey Point (as described below), the
Dreyfus Club upper lot (when the club is re-built), the Spillway and the Mockingbird Point Off-leash Park. Other parking lots will be lighted
according to the criteria for Low-Use Parking Areas. Parking areas will be lighted from Dusk until curfew. DPARD will establish the time for the
lighting curfew.
The parking lot adjacent to the athletic fields at Winfrey Point will have sufficient luminaires installed to light it as a Low-Use parking area. However
these luminaires will normally be switched off. On nights when there is an athletic event, or when this lot is used to accommodate overflow parking
from the Winfrey Point rental facility, these lights will be switched on. The controls for these lights will be accessible only to DPARD staff and the
police. All lighting will be timer-controlled to automatically switch off at curfew.
Luminaires will be installed to fully light the Bath House and Winfrey Point parking lots. Only the parking lot lights adjacent to each building will be
illuminated on a nightly basis. On special event nights – as identified by the facility staff and approved by DPARD – the full parking lot will be
illuminated. The parking lot lighting will have on/off controls that will only be accessible to DPARD staff and the police. Portions of the lot that are
normally dark will be posted with warning signs per the Dallas Development Code. All lighting will be timer-controlled to automatically switch off at
curfew.

The Phases for implementation of the LMP are recommended to be as follows, pending availability of funds.
See figure 15.

Phase 1A: Spillway Parking Lot (HH)
Phase 1B:

T&P Hill Parking Lot (MM) and surrounding Circulation Corridor intersections
Pump House Parking Lot (LL) and surrounding Circulation Corridor intersections
Fisher Road Parking Lot Parking Lot (UU) and surrounding Circulation Corridor intersections
Replace non-conforming lighting on the east side of the lake (locations to be identified by DPARD).

Phase 2:

Mockingbird Point Off-leash Park Parking Lot (ZZ) and surrounding trails
Bath House Parking Lot (0) and surrounding Circulation Corridor intersections
Winfrey Point Parking Lot (EE) and surrounding Circulation Corridor intersections, park entrance south of Arboretum and
Circulation Corridor intersections.
Parking Lot at Athletic Field (DD). Lighting will normally be switched off and used only during athletic events and to
accommodate Winfrey Point reservation overflow

Phase 3:

East Side Nautical Area Parking Lots (E, L, M) and Circulation Corridor intersections
Big Thicket Parking Lot (I) and surrounding Circulation Corridor intersections
Boy Scout Hill Parking Lot (B) and surrounding Circulation Corridor intersections

Phase 4:

Sunset Inn Parking Lot (BB) and surrounding Circulation Corridor intersections
Stone Tables Parking Lot (V) and surrounding Circulation Corridor intersections
Dreyfus Club Parking Lot (Q) and surrounding Circulation Corridor intersections, when the Dreyfus is rebuilt.

The following parking lots will not be lighted:
Labels A, B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, N, P, Q*, R, S, T, U, X, Y, W, Z, AA, CC, GG; II; NN; OO; PP; QQ; SS; TT; VV; WW; XX; YY; ZZ
* This parking lot to have lighting only if the Dreyfus Club is rebuilt.
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Implementation

Figure 15 - Implementation Phases Map
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Appendix - Existing Condition Photos

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 5

Photo 6

Photo 7

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

Reference Existing Conditions (p. 10) and Lighting Possibilities (p. 11) Maps for photo locations

Photo 4

Photo 8

Photo 13
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Appendix - Existing Condition Photos

Photo 14

Photo 15

Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18

Photo 19

Photo 21

Photo 22

Photo 23

Photo 24

Photo 25

Photo 26

Reference Existing Conditions (p. 10) and Lighting Possibilities (p. 11) Maps for photo locations
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Appendix - Existing Condition Photos

Photo 28

Photo 30

Photo 31

Photo 33

Photo 34

Photo 35

Photo 36

Photo 37

Photo 38

Photo 39

Photo 40

Reference Existing Conditions (p. 10) and Lighting Possibilities (p. 11) Maps for photo locations

Photo 32
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Appendix - Existing Condition Photos

Photo 41

Photo 42

Photo 44

Photo 47

Photo 48

Photo 49

Photo 51

Photo 52

Reference Existing Conditions (p. 10) and Lighting Possibilities (p. 11) Maps for photo locations

Photo 53

Photo 45

Photo 50

Photo 54
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Appendix - Existing Condition Photos

Photo 55

Photo 56

Photo 58

Photo 59

Photo 60

Photo 61

Photo 63

Photo 65

Photo 66

Photo 68

Photo 69

Reference Existing Conditions (p. 10) and Lighting Possibilities (p. 11) Maps for photo locations

Photo 70
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Appendix - Existing Condition Photos

Photo 71

Photo 72

Photo 73

Photo 75

Photo 76

Photo 77

Photo 74
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